Abstract_In this paper, the influence of lightning induced voltages (LIV) on distribution lines (DL) is considered and the effects of channel and also geometrical parameters on the values of LIV are processed and the results are discussed accordingly. The results show that the peak values LIV are more dependent on the current peak, return stroke velocity and the conductor height with a linear relationship. Therefore, in order to design or improve distribution networks, the behaviour of LIV under different channel and geometrical conditions can be useful for setting and optimizing the appropriate protection level on the lines.
INTRODUCTION

A lightning induced voltage (LIV) on a distribution lines (DL)
is an important effect of lightning on DL which occurs due to coupling between the lightning electromagnetic fields (LEMF) and DL. Several methods can be used to evaluate LEMF and also the coupling between the fields and the power lines [1] [2] [3] [4] . The LEMF and coupling models are more dependent on the current wave shapes at different heights along the lightning channel, a number of geometrical parameters concerning the channel and the line, the electrical parameters of the line, the ground conductivity condition and the current velocity along the lightning channel [1, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In order to generalize the calculations, a number of analytical fields and LIV expressions are proposed to evaluate LEMF and the LIV directly in the time domain without the need to apply any extra conversions [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . In the LIV expression, the current wave shapes at the channel base and different heights above the surface of the ground along the lightning channel are usually simplified using the step current (or linear rising time) [22] [23] [24] [25] and the Transmission Line current model (TL) [26] , respectively. On the other hand, the LIV is more dependent on a number of channel and geometrical parameters and in order to set an appropriate protection level, a study of the effect of these important parameters on the values of the LIOV can be helpful. In this paper, the effect of the return stroke velocity (RSV), current peak and conductor height on the values of the LIV are considered whereby the analytical expressions of the LIV are used to simulate LIV on the line. The basic assumptions in this study are as follows:
1-The lightning channel is a vertical channel 2-The ground conductivity is perfect 3-The effect of lightning branches is ignored 4-The surface of the ground is assumed to be flat
II. RETURN STROKE CURRENT
The lightning return stroke current (LRSC) can be considered in two areas i.e. the channel base current and at different heights above the surface of ground along the lightning channel. Several functions are presented to consider the modelling of the channel base current and the current along the lightning channel for which the most common current functions and models are listed in Table I and Table II , respectively. In this study, in order to simplify the LIV expressions, the step current function and the TL current model as expressed by equation (1) are selected. In this equation, I is the current peak, I(z',t) is the current at a height of z' along the channel, I(0,t) is the channel base current, v is the return stroke velocity, z' is the temporary height of the charge along the lightning channel,
) is the Heaviside function, H is the cloud height, λ is a constant experimental factor and c is the speed of light in free space [26] .
The RSV is an important parameter that can have an effect on the current wave shapes along the lightning channel. Several experiments have been undertaken to evaluate the return stroke velocity along a lightning channel which have determined that the velocity is dependent on the height of channel. In previous studies in order to simplify the field calculations, the RSV is usually assumed to be a constant parameter between c/3 to 2c/3 [27] [28] . The effect of RSV on the values of the LIV will be considered in the subsequent sections of this paper and the results will be discussed accordingly. 
III. THE LIGHTNING ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
Several methods have been proposed to evaluate the LEMF at an observation point above the surface of the ground in the time and frequency domains in which such methods usually apply Maxwell's equation on the real and image channels as shown in Figure1 [35] [36] [37] [38] . Based on the current assumptions that are expressed in Section II, the analytical LEMF components at an observation point above the surface of the ground can be expressed by equations (2) to (5) as follows [23] :
Fig.1.The geometry of problem
Where E ୰ is electric field in horizontal axis, E is electric field in vertical axis,
r is radial distance, z is height of observation point, t is time,
Therefore, in order to evaluate the LIV on the power lines, the values of the LEMF components at different points along the power line are required.
IV. LIGHTNING INDUCED VOLTAGE
Based on the field expressions that are presented in Section III and the geometry of the problem that is shown in Figure1, the analytical voltage expression can be presented by equation (6) and (7) as follows [37] : 
Where:
d is the radial distance between lightning and centre of line based on Figure 1 , h is height of conductor(CH),
In order to consider the behaviour of the LIV versus different channel and geometrical parameters, a single line with a 2000 m length (L=1000 m) and 10 m in height above the surface of the ground is selected in this study whereby both ends of the line have terminal impedances equal to 495 Ω (z ୲ ) based on Figure 1 . Figure 2 shows the evaluated LIV under different values of RSV at the centre of the line whereas the radial distance is set at d=50 m based on Figure 1 . Figure 2 illustrates that by increasing the RSV, the peak of the LIV and time to peak of the LIV increase and reduce, respectively. Likewise, Figure 4 shows that the time to peak of the LIV has an inverse relationship with the values of the RSV whereas it is independent of the value of the radial distance with respect to the lightning channel. On the other hand, the effect of the current peak on the peak values of the LIV under different values of RSV is considered as demonstrated in Figure 5 . This figure shows that by increasing the current peak, the peak value of LIV is increased and the peak value of LIV has a direct relationship with RSV at a current peak value. Therefore, in order to consider the LIV, entering the appropriate value of the current peak based on local information can be effective. It should be mentioned that the current peak and also the behaviour of RSV along the lightning channel can be evaluated using inverse procedure algorithms based on measured LEMF and local information. , h = 10m, L = 1000m ) Figure 6 shows the simulated LIV that are obtained for different values of radial distances with respect to the lightning channel. It illustrates that by increasing the radial distance with respect to the lightning channel the peak of LIV is reduced. Figure 7 shows the LIV for different values of conductor height which indicates that by increasing CH , the peak value of LIV is also increased. Therefore, in order to reduce the effects of the LIV values on the distribution lines, the height of the line can be reduced. However the standards for line design have a number of limitations which should be taken into consideration. Similarly, Figure 8 shows that the peak of the LIV has a direct and a linear relationship with CH at different distances with respect to the lightning channel. The results show that the channel and geometrical parameters can have an effect on the value of LIV. Therefore, in order to set the appropriate protection level on the line, the use of local information of RSV based on inverse procedure algorithm [9] [10] [11] can be helpful.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the procedure of lightning induced voltages on power lines has been considered and the widely used current functions and current models were reviewed. Moreover, in order to consider the effects of LIV on the distribution networks, the analytical LIV expressions were used whereby the step current wave shape with a TL current model was selected as a basic assumption. The effects of the channel and geometrical parameters on the values of LIV were considered and the results were discussed accordingly. 
